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But before that, I like watching Jackass 3D on Netflix, and I have
spent every week wishing there was an equivalent for the airline
catering firm that's part of Walt Disney. All these things I'd never
watched before may seem like a bizarre mix, but, from what I can
see, we have a way to get them all. Net TV. The first level of video-
sharing sites, such as YouTube, simply let people upload and view
videos as a hobby. And later, like-minded people could share their
recorded work, creating a digital social network and 'virtual town

square'. Net TV is merely the next step in the evolution of all these
things. It adds a new level of interactivity to the world of video. On
the Net TV site, the videos are a series of clips that you can watch
in sequence or put together as a video that can be played back in
a programme such as iPlayer. The few available Net TV examples
suggest that you will be able to watch items about sports, news,
music, traffic and weather. It's not yet clear if there will be any

control over the next level of interaction: comments. It seems that
the Net TV website is still in testing mode. You can download video
files using the advanced search option. One example is a guy with
a chicken and doggie pranks. Divx Ita Film Nino D'angelo Popcorn
E Patatine U Torrent At the moment, the Netscape Web browser
version 3 (and probably Netscape Communicator version 4) does
not support the V2 upload feature. While the Net TV site is still in

testing mode, footage is beginning to appear. The current batch of
videos includes a couple of reports about the riots in London. But it
might not stay that way, as there are already signs of broader Net

TV culture. Net TV has begun to attract a dedicated number of
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Web sites that are devoted entirely to the lowdown on the clips.
While it's quite possible that you are not aware of its existence,
there is a world of difference between the Net TV videos you're

watching and the early days of video culture, says Michael
Metzger, a technology journalist based in Washington. "The

difference," he says, "is that it's no longer possible to watch a
video on a screen - that's a straightforward fact - and you can. But
there was a time when the idea of watching two separate screens

at the same time seemed totally alien to people. You'd watch
something on television and
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